ABHE EGI
Enrollment Growth Initiative
Applying best-practice enrollment
principles to Biblical higher education.
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WHY EGI?
Making the case for Christian higher education is more
important today than it has ever been before. Christian
colleges and universities have a mission and a calling
to educate students, but could benefit from clear
recommendations, impactful strategies, and ongoing
support to bolster institutional enrollment, increase net
revenue, and prepare an increasing number of students
for a lifetime of ministry and service.

In order to serve the
institutions of the Association
of Biblical Higher Education

Did you know that in
Fall 2019 in the Christian
college marketplace*…

(ABHE), we have partnered
with ABHE to develop the
Enrollment Growth Initiative

77% of 140 reporting institutions missed their new
student enrollment target.

that can be customized

68% of 25 reporting ABHE institutions missed their

according to student body and

new student enrollment target.

resource allocation to grow

These 25 ABHE institutions missed their targets by

enrollment by empowering

a combined 259 new students.
These results occurred despite a collective
increase of more than 800 applications and
relatively similar numbers of admitted students.
The data underscores the need for a deep
assessment of enrollment strategies and an
investment in professional development for
enrollment leaders and team members.

Data sourced from the Fall 2019 North American Coalition for
Christian Admission Professionals (NACCAP) new student
funnel report, part of the ongoing Enrollment Research Project
managed by Tim Fuller since 2008. NACCAP’s membership
includes CCCU and ABHE institutions.
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(EGI), a set of strategic services

leadership, developing clear
strategies, and providing
ongoing support.

We are ready to start a conversation with you about
how we can empower your campus with strategies to
grow enrollment.
If you would like to learn more, or are ready get started
growing the enrollment of your institution, you can
contact us in any of the following ways.

Visit our website at fullerhes.com
Email us at tim@fullerhes.com

WHY FULLER HIGHER
ED SOLUTIONS?
Fuller HES grows out of its founder’s deep love for and experience with Christian
colleges and universities. His 40 year career includes 27 years of enrollment service
and leadership at Houghton College and 13 years of consulting at Credo. During his
Credo tenure the firm’s work with Christian colleges increased from less than 10 to 160
campus partners, with much of this growth attributed to Fuller’s experience, network,
and talented colleagues. A team of talented affiliate consultants are part of the Fuller
HES team for EGI projects, providing experience, expertise, and a love for Christian
higher education enrollment and marketing. Our team strikes the right balance
between best practice enrollment and marketing strategies and deep knowledge of
the unique nature of Biblical higher education.

It has been my privilege to know and engage with Tim Fuller for over 30 years in the
grand work of Christian higher education and specifically the intense challenges of
enrollment leadership. Simply put, he gets it.
There are very few leaders in the arena of Christian higher ed that have studied the
art and science of enrollment management, analyzed more enrollment data, and
strategically helped as many institutions as Tim. Helping institutions flourish is his
passion. Solving problems is his ace. Empowering others to succeed is his spirit. He
is a friend of those in the enrollment trenches or executive hot seat trying to chart a
course forward through unprecedented times. I commend Tim for your thoughtful
consideration if you need wise counsel to help your institution grow.
— David Medders
Executive Vice President, Association for Biblical Higher Education
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The
Enrollment
Growth
Initiative

Scoping

Assessment

Components
Leadership
Coaching

Comprehensive
Enrollment Plan
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Clarity about the effectiveness
of current strategies, systems,
processes, operations,
applications of data, enrollment
research and team deployment.
Strong enrollment strategies
applied to your unique biblical
higher education context,
leading to improved enrollment.

Outcomes

Increasingly empowered and
capable enrollment leadership.
A campus that understands
their role in recruiting students.
Realistic expectations for
investments to be made in
staffing and budget.
Tools, strategies, and concrete
plans for short and long-term
enrollment growth.
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Scoping

Assessment

We believe your best
chance to achieve enrollment
growth comes from applying
best practice principles to your
environment, team, and available
resources, so each EGI project is
customized to meet your unique
needs, scaled to the size and
scale of your institution. An initial

A thorough assessment of current

scoping call with leadership helps

systems, processes, strategies, campus

us reach agreement on the best

mobilization, and campus guest experiences

project scope and timing for

kicks off the EGI partnership. Our experienced

your campus.

team of consultants will work with your
admissions and marketing leadership to develop
research-driven, practical recommendations
that will have immediate and long-term impact
on your enrollment. Together, we will create and
implement strategies that yield tangible results,
positioning you to best live out your institution’s
mission and vision.

assessment steps

1

Campus Visit: A team of
three consultants, prepared

by studying campus data and
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The assessment features four critical steps, and will form
the basis for the coaching and plan development.
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On-Site Presentation of Findings: On the 3rd morning of the
campus visit, the team will brief the president and other leaders.

Recommendations will lay out solid, concrete steps for success, and

information, will visit your campus

contain numerous strategic and tactical action steps designed to

for two days of interviews and

improve admissions efforts. Our recommendations are highly specific,

data-finding meetings.

action-oriented and will serve as a solid roadmap moving forward.

assessment areas
During enrollment assessment projects we organize our

As applied in the unique ABHE setting,

analysis and recommendations into focus areas such as

the areas presented below reflect our firm’s

those listed below. This list may narrow or grow according

experience in providing best practice assessment

to opportunities identified by the consulting team.

on independent college campuses.

Campus guest experience » How does the campus

admission team? How is the rest of the campus kept

recruit, welcome, receive and serve campus guests?

informed of admission progress and strategies?

How is the admission office organized to provide
great campus guest experiences? How are others on
campus involved in the campus guest experience?
how has the campus adjusted to the need for virtual
visit experiences? How has the campus adjusted to
the need for virtual visit experiences?

Data-driven decision-making » How does the
office utilize the data at its disposal to inform
strategy evaluation and development? What is
the annual enrollment research agenda and how is
that information gathered and shared? How do the
resources committed to student recruitment compare

Systems and processes » How does the admission
office process inquiries and applications? How is the
office utilizing technology to gather and store data
as well as drive the communication flow? How is the
office utilizing a CRM or other means to gather and
store data as well as drive the communication flow?

with relevant national benchmarks?
Recruitment marketing » How does the college’s
website fit with best practice recruitment essentials?
What is the current mix of digital strategies and
publications and how well do they serve the student
recruitment function? How effectively are marketing

Roles and responsibilities » Is there clarity about

strategies generating interest on the part of potential

admission office roles and responsibilities at all

students and those who influence them?

levels? How does leadership hold staff accountable
for recruitment and other goals? Is the staff sized
and organized for maximum return on investment
and efficiency?

Admission and recruitment strategies » What is the
current strategic enrollment plan for meeting new
student goals? How was it developed, how often is it
reviewed (and by whom) and how does it drive staff

Mobilizing the campus » How are other key campus

activity? How are existing ideas evaluated and new

recruitment partners such as faculty, coaches, current

ideas considered?

students and student life professionals utilized by the
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Prioritized Recommendations:
Within three weeks of the

campus visit, the consulting team
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Leadership
Coaching

Follow-Up: The assessment
visit and recommendations

form the basis for the ongoing

will provide a written report

leadership coaching engagement

with prioritized and amplified

to maximize the impact of the

recommendations.

recommendations on enrollment.

Enrollment
Plan
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For the health of biblical higher
education, enrollment leaders must have
the support, counsel, encouragement,
and counsel they need to manage the
challenges and opportunities of meeting
new student targets. The counsel begins
at the conclusion of the assessment visit
and continues for 18 months.

Leadership
Counsel
as part of the coaching
experience, your
leaders will receive

scheduled
monthly checkin phone
appointments
unlimited email/
phone access
to your
enrollment coach

quarterly face to
face time in the form
of a campus visit or
a teleconference,
depending on your
institution’s preference
and needs
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Planning
assumptions
Analysis of the

Organizational

admission funnel

structure

by key metrics

Strategic

topics

Plan

enrollment goals &

addressed in

implementation &

projections

the process

accountability

Key
Recruiting

performance

strategies

indicators/
metrics

Budgets &
investments

Enrollment
Plan

Our enrollment plan
development process
follows best practice
principles and may
address any of these key
topics

Based on the assessment and counseling,
the team will work with the campus to develop
a detailed, comprehensive enrollment plan
which follows the assessment recommendations
and outlines specific strategies for each critical
area impacting enrollment. The plan will
be implemented as a part of the leadership
counseling engagement.
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Sample Return on Investment
We invite the opportunity for
a conversation about your
customized project, investment,
and projected return.

Enrollment is a critical priority for

The payment schedule for the combined

itself by year two with additional new

package of services will be broken out

student enrollment.

ABHE institutions—we believe this
investment will more than pay for

over the two-year span of the project
package, and will depend on the size
of your institution and the scope of the

What follows is a sample return

project, which will be determined prior to

on investment calculation

the project’s start. A customized payment

with even a small additional

schedule will be created for each campus
intended to spread the investment out over

enrollment yield.

several fiscal years.

invest

$54,500

over two years in the EGI

EGI sticker price for a smaller ABHE campus
($67,500 for a larger ABHE campus)

$50,000

in additional campus
investments per year,
starting in year two
(Our ROI calculation accounts for the possibility that
the assessment will reveal the need for some additional
investments to implement recommendations; we included
an estimate of $50,000/year to add reality to the projected
return. These additional investments could include marketing
expenditures, staffing, welcome center space, or additional
counsel but are not necessarily provided by Fuller HES.)
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assume

$17,500
annual tuition

25% discount rate
60% retention
45% graduation

roi
$958,125

yield

Total 4-year net revenue

$204,500
total investment

TEN

new students
per year for
four years

369%

4-Year return on
enrollment growth
initiative investment
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ABHE EGI
Enrollment Growth Initiative
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tim@fullerhes.com

(336) 263-8778

